De’Montae Slaughter
Portfolio
I’m De’Montae Slaughter and I’m a student of Akins High School in Austin,
Texas. I love school it took a lot to get where I am today at the best High
school I’ve ever been to. I’m a very hard worker and I keep my grades very
high. I am looking to go to college; I prefer maybe Virginia Tech, Baylor,
Texas, etc.… I’m also a student athlete my school work always come before
any extracurricular activities, I play many sports including football,
basketball, tumbling, and track.
Background One Project

I used flash to create this simple background for my first project in
Animation class. I used a rectangle tool with a gradient for the sky and
then outlined my clouds and filled them. I drew mountain shapes and had
to close every shape to fill it with a color. I did for the hills and the river.

2. Project Two Characters

I did research to find good looking butterflies and copied the one I liked
loosely I also looked at images of explosions to create my mine but I made
up the lightning on my own.

3. First Flash Animation

I used the timeline, motion tweens, frames, and key frames to create a
short animation that we worked on as a class. The butterfly was a repeated
animation in the library and I also used the motion preset for the smoke.
https://youtu.be/klvj0nk7WR8

4. Magix Music Studio

https://youtu.be/_gU3ixmKbVM
I’m using Magix to create to crate music for my animations.

5.Hand Drawn Ball Bounce Animation

I used pencil and paper to draw 30 circles in sequence.
https://youtu.be/6u1xNmnagts

6. Animation Test 1
https://youtu.be/h6RWulc745c

I had to make this Animation on my using written instructions. I included
transparent objects, an animated symbol and items.

7. T-shirt contest

I used flash to create this t-shirt design for a t-shirt contest

8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/iqrf-XLJcbk
I drew this animation to practice a flip motion with more than fine timing
and spacing speeds.

9. Script

Script
By
De’Montae Slaughter
INT: FADE IN: IN AN ERIEE GRAVEYARD A HAND POPS UP FROM
UNDERNEATH A TOMBSTONE AND PULLED IT ENTIRE BODY OUT OF THE
EARTH AND WALTZ TOWARDS CIVILIZATION
ZOMBIE
The zombie made a terrifying noise then goes out the cemetery
gates and start heading for a boy named Jake
JAKE
Yells in complete fear and starts running home yelling and
looking back at the zombie
ZOMBIE

Cannot take all this running so one of his leg falls off so he started
crawling back
JAKE
not looking back still running
ZOMBIE:
“AHMNMNMNNNMNNMMNMNM MMM”
JAKE
Bends over out of breathe
Zombie then crawls back into his casket knowing defeat

10. Naviance

.

I used Naviance to pick and document my classes

11. Story Board

I created this story board with a script I made using flash and Photoshop

12. Zombie Animation

https://youtu.be/f-hH7dhvR_A
I used multiple scenes, animated symbols and an audio track to create this
short animation

13. Egg Skirt Animation

https://youtu.be/SgTxYSIXSX8
I hand drew this short animation

14. Fleming Video

I used mutiple scence animated symbols and an recording to create a short animation I used color
keying to create this animation. https://youtu.be/j6nHYtnTFEo

15. Flash Bones and Motion Presets

https://youtu.be/nv2AzJpOWbg
I used the Bone tool and one of the motion presets in flash to create this animation for animation class

16.Childrens Book Animation

I made this animation for a chidrens book for animation class

17. Game Sketch For Game Developer

I hand drew this game sketch for a game developer then scanned it and transferred it onto Flash to
insert more detail

18.Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/qAqq4l_Ao-g

I created this demo reel
For a project in animation class

19. Double take

https://youtu.be/PaTv2dVdXrE
This I a hand drawn animation of a double take

20. Independent script
Script
INT: OUTTER SPACE
Jim the astronaut is floating to a spaceship
Jim
Pssh I’m coming back to the ship, over
Lisa another astronaut responds
Lisa
Alright I’m ready for you, over
Lisa opens the doors for him and shut them after he comes in, Jim and Lisa meets up near the
doors
Jim
Just as I suspected we are getting close to Mars I could feel the gravitational pull when I was out
there, if it wasn’t for my cable I could have died also we are expected to be landing there in a
matter of minutes prepare yourself
Lisa
Thank god you didn’t die
Ext: the ship get closer and closer to the dry red planet
Jim
In t-1 min we will be the first ever people on Mars
Ext: the ship lands and Lisa comes out
Lisa
Suck on this Armstrong
Lisa motions Jim to bring out the flag. I’m stuck the flag in the ground and start grinning
Jim
I have now achieve all of my dreams this is the happiest day of my life

21. Independent animation Storyboard

22. Indie Characters

I created these characters in flash for my independent animation.

23. indie backgrounds

I created these backgrounds for my independent animation to match my story
board

24. Indie animation

https://youtu.be/LtxANCAPglU
I created this animation in flash which is one minuite longer and tells a story
25. SLO TEST

Short animation test for animation class.
https://youtu.be/hazfCIdS4ZA

26. Certification Test

27. Web Portfolio

http://frenzygamer3.wix.com/taeslaughter

